INTRODUCTION
============

There are two main challenges faced by the endoscopist when performing endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). Firstly, using traditional resection instruments, there is no traction or counter-traction provided during ESD. Because of the lack of adequate traction, vision is compromised and this can lead to iatrogenic perforation and bleeding.[@ref1] Although skilled endoscopists might still be able to complete the endoscopic resection using superior dexterity gained from vast experience, unskilled endoscopists commonly find it technically demanding to complete the resection when they are unable to clearly visualize the dissection site.

Secondly, triangulation of the therapeutic equipment is not possible using the current endoscopic setup. Although therapeutics are gaining a more important role in the field of flexible endoscopy, therapeutic apparatuses for endoscopic intervention still need to be inserted through narrow-caliber channels which do not allow for triangulation. A white paper published by the joint committee of the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy and the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons emphasized the need to develop a novel multitasking triangulation platform which allows for complex endoscopic procedures to be performed.[@ref2]

HOW ROBOTIC ASSISTANCE CAN IMPROVE THERAPEUTIC ENDOSCOPIC RESECTIONS
====================================================================

The main benefits of robot-assisted ESD over conventional ESD is the improved maneuvering resulting from the increased degrees of freedom of the robotic wrists. Large external movements of the endoscopist can be scaled down and transformed to precise internal movements of the robotic wrists, hence improving ergonomics and allowing complex technical tasks to be completed. Robot-assisted procedures also allow for improved precision and accuracy because of superior three-dimensional dexterity.[@ref3]

With these advantages in mind, the Master and Slave TransEndoluminal Robot (MASTER) (EndoMaster Pte Ltd., Singapore) was developed as a multitasking robotic endoscopic platform. MASTER allows its operator to remotely control the endoscopic robot from a master console.[@ref4],[@ref5] Different end effectors (e.g., grasper, hook, injection needle, and electrocautery) can be inserted into the endoscopic channels.[@ref6] These instruments can then be used in triangulation and rotated like human wrists, because of the seven degrees of freedom afforded by the robotic wrists. This allows for optimal visualization and adequate traction of tissues during dissection.[@ref7]-[@ref10] Additionally, the operation of the master console and robotic arms is intuitive and easy to use.

In a proof-of-concept study, MASTER was used to perform radical tonsillectomies on cadavers.[@ref11] The triangulation afforded by the robotic arms allowed the operator to perform bimanual tasks and the flexible endoscope allowed the camera to be manipulated into positions that a rigid camera system would not be able to reach.

Recently, a group in Korea developed a detachable robot, REXTER (revolute joint-based auxiliary transluminal endoscopic robot), which can be attached or detached from an existing general-use endoscope.[@ref12] They performed an in vitro test which demonstrated that safety could be greatly improved when unskilled operators used robotic assistance for therapeutic endoscopic resections.

HOW WE CAN USE ROBOTICS TO MANAGE IATROGENIC COMPLICATIONS ARISING FROM ESD
===========================================================================

Because of the inherent complication of iatrogenic perforation in ESD, it is important that endoscopists are provided with reliable and easy-to-use endoscopic suturing devices. With this need in mind, we developed a novel suturing device using the MASTER system. The triangulation provided by the robot allows suturing and knot tying to be performed intuitively.

We conducted an animal study on an anaesthetized live pig using the novel suturing device. A double channel scope was inserted into the rectum. The computer controlled robotic arms were inserted into the working channels of the scope and controlled remotely via a master console. The right arm of the robot is a needle driver and the left arm of the robot is a tissue grasper. Both arms work in triangulation and they can be rotated 360°.

After the tissue incision was performed as part of ESD, the needle was loaded onto the needle driver and a figure of 8 suture was performed. Knots were then tied by passing the needle between suture loops formed by the robotic arms.

Through the pilot animal study, we demonstrated that our novel endoscopic robotic device can be used to suture perforations, and potentially suture bleeding sites and achieve hemostasis in ESD, without the need for additional surgical interventions.[@ref13]

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR ROBOTIC ENDOSCOPY
=======================================

As the role of robot-assisted procedures continue to evolve and expand, it is paramount that training programs are instituted to "train-the-trainer." There should be a standardized curriculum and content validation prior to commencement of training for robot-assisted procedures.[@ref14] End-users must be adequately and properly trained prior to performing robot-assisted endoscopic resections in patients.

To improve ergonomics and reduce the learning curve associated with robot-assisted procedures, it would beneficial to improve robotic motions so that they become more natural and human-like. LaViers[@ref15] argued that no robot really moves like we do. The current robots outperform humans in force, speed and precision; but they are not able to move in myriad ways. The repertoire and diversity of robotic movements need to be expanded to allow for complex and variable motions, similar to what a human being is capable of. The latest generation of robots are soft robots[@ref16]--they are constructed from elastic, flexible and compliant materials. This helps to increase the robot's range of motion. A soft robot can mimic an octopus and gently conform to the irregular surface of an object being held. Indeed, humanoid machines should move and gesture more like us.

Providing tactile force feedback information is also a leap forward in the right direction. The current limited or no force feedback system for robots can potentially lead to iatrogenic errors when performing therapeutic procedures.[@ref17],[@ref18] Force feedback during the manipulation of soft tissue is an important aspect of sensorimotor control of the human hand. A study by Wagner *et al*.[@ref19] showed that force feedback significantly reduced the magnitude of forces applied at the instrument tip during dissection. When force feedback was not available, subjects applied higher force levels over longer durations, and this translated to unnecessary trauma to the tissue being handled. These results held true across all levels of previous surgical training and experience.

Supervised autonomous robots performing with near human-level consciousness remains predominantly conceptual.[@ref20] Shademan *et al*.[@ref21] performed an in vivo supervised autonomous soft tissue surgery in an open surgical setting using a computer program preloaded with best human surgical practices. The program generated a plan to complete complex surgical tasks on soft tissue, such as suturing and anastomosis. The results showed that supervised autonomous procedures performed by the robot were superior to even surgeries performed by expert surgeons, in terms of consistency of suturing, average suture space, number of mistakes made, completion time and pressure at which anastomosis leaked. This study demonstrated the potential for supervised autonomous robots in improving the efficacy and outcome measures of interventional procedures.

CONCLUSION
==========

The field of robot-assisted endoscopic resection is exciting and developing at a fast pace. The main benefits of using a robot to assist endoscopic resection are to provide triangulation of instruments and optimal visualization of the dissection field from adequate traction of resected tissues. Nevertheless, with the introduction of robotics in endoscopy, it is imperative that additional measures are put it place to allow the robot to manage complications such as iatrogenic perforation and bleeding. We believe that we have developed a novel robotic endoscopic device that can suture perforations resulting from ESD without the need for additional surgical intervention. Once these robotic devices have been marketed, proper programs must be instituted to ensure that end-users are adequately trained. In the future, the areas of interest for further innovation in the field of robotic endoscopy include providing force feedback, developing a soft robot that moves more naturally, and eventually, designing a supervised autonomous robot.
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